Sustaining student wellness in higher educational institutions: Possible design principles and implementations strategies

Popular discourse identifies education as the cure for many of society’s ills. However, surviving university is often seen as a period in which students face a unique array of challenges. Many students begin their tertiary education as holistically-well individuals, but due to the stressors related to University, students often show incremental signs of psychological, physical and emotional distress. These often lead to a decrease in academic competence and severe professional ramifications. The aim of this study was to identify design principles and explore the perceptions of professionals concerning possible implementation strategies that could be suitable for Higher Educational Institutions, particularly Health Science and Medical School students. A qualitative, three-phase multi-approach design was used in this study. Phase one was conducted by means of an explorative desktop literature review, there after phase 2 included a self-management, self-coaching and appreciative coaching concept map, that was aligned to concepts within the current individual wellness literature and in phase 3, Appreciative Inquiry based focus group discussions were held with various professional in the field of coaching, education, and healthcare. Wellness programmes are impacted by the fact that Higher Education Institutions face unique challenges such as time, financial constraints, and an already overloaded curriculum. Five design principles were described, and various implementation strategies explored. There is a fundamental necessity to address the distortion of wellness within HE. A key finding in this study suggests that combining self-coaching, appreciative coaching and self-management principles could facilitate a successful individual wellness programme for higher educational students.
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Introduction

Both government and universities often profess that higher education (HE) benefits a nation economically, culturally, and socially.\(^1\) Investing in HE is seen as an investment in the human capital of a nation.\(^2\) For the individual, HE promises both social and economic benefits.\(^3\) It is associated with the development of personal capabilities and economic potential and is believed to considerably increase the earning potential of graduates.\(^4\) Literary contributors to the discourse have indicated that participation in HE often leads to an enhancement in an individuals’ sense of life satisfaction, their sense of usefulness, their worth, their wellness and health.\(^1,2,3\)

Attaining a HE qualification carries with it societal expectations of expert knowledge and improved competency within a professional practice. Therefore, graduates from departments within a Faculty of Health Sciences and Medical Schools are expected to provide high quality patient care that is compassionate, appropriate, effective, and individualised whilst demonstrating various interpersonal skills in an ethical and professional manner.\(^4\) These core competencies are written in almost all qualifications in some way or another, and are articulated by some in their writings about the concept of ‘graduateness’.\(^5\) Furthermore, patients have alluded to the fact that they want health practitioners to additionally have a treatment strategy planned, be sincere, receptive, and calm, and listening courteously and be caring towards the patient.\(^6\)

When entering HE, students often display varying degrees of emotional and physical health. This can be attributed to the challenges they faced during their schooling years.\(^6\) Students
Numerous academic articles have tried to address the issues therefore are imperative for today’s fast paced society. During their studies, a graduate student will face and cope with various psychological, personal, financial, and academic challenges in their own unique HE quests. Time constraints and financial burdens are commonly mentioned as the main sources of distress amongst students of HE. During the first few months of university, depression and anxiety related signs and symptoms increase, particularly for female students. A previous study conducted on Psychology, Medicine, Dentistry and Nursing students identified that 52% of students suffer from some degree of depression: 25% suffer from mild depression, 19% from moderate depression and an alarming 8% of study participants suffered from major depression. A more recent study on anxiety and depression concluded that medical students scored 61% higher for anxiety and 70% higher for depression during, what they call, the coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) era. A decline in mental health will negatively impact the student’s academic outcomes. It was also noted that medical students presented with a higher percentage of depression than the other disciplines. It is well-documented that HE students face various academic challenges, however, one should also note that they often relocate geographically to attend university, and this often leads to a loss of social support and feeling of isolation. The predicaments students face impact their overall wellness. According to the WHO, wellness is defined as: ‘a state of complete physical, mental and social well-being and not merely the absence of disease and infirmity’. Adding to the perplexity of student wellness, is the fact that many of them are suddenly living in and are exposed to socially stimulating environments which could create an environmental discrepancy for them. If student wellness is lacking, the outcomes could be absenteeism, desertion or even suicide. Literature describes a range of existing strategies aimed at addressing the current wellness challenges within HE. However, the researcher is of the opinion that currently no concurrent consideration exists to address this misalignment of wellness initiatives in HE.

Achieving wellness: Awareness or sustained behaviour modification?

The demands on both the student and the university within a 21st century setting is ever changing, even more so in the current COVID-19 era, innovative wellness education methods therefore are imperative for today’s fast paced society. Numerous academic articles have tried to address the issues related to introduction of wellness initiatives into the current curricula of health professionals, which is riddled with time, financial and staff capacity confinements.

Most HE institutions have various wellness strategies they offer their students, all with a common goal of achieving a sense of wellness. Teaching wellness strategies during formal training brings noteworthy benefits for the HE students. These benefits amongst other include: positive emotional, physical, mental, interpersonal change, and improved academic performance, to mention only but a few. Higher Educational educators have the responsibility to send informed and accountable citizens into the workplace, such citizens should perceive wellness as a lifetime commitment. Academia needs to facilitate and initiate the internalisation of the lifelong learning processes that is fundamental to achieving a state of wellness. Even if HE students and educators value the importance of wellness initiatives, it is challenging for curriculum committees and administrators however to assign faculty resources to such programmes. Literature suggests that strategies aimed at improving wellness can be taught, however education alone does not promote the behavioural change needed to achieve a high level of wellness. Simply understanding wellness, and the associated terms and concept, does not automatically translate into the individual being ‘well’.

The acknowledged benefits of wellness education in HE settings are validated by several scholars in relation to the place, intended purpose, and impact of wellness strategies and courses. When wellness initiatives and methods are taught in HE courses, students are offered opportunities to learn various skills and strategies that can be applied both in the classroom and beyond.

Many HE institutions offer extra-curricular wellness initiatives, such as counselling, and wellness strategies through student affairs and student life services. These are valuable but there is a call and need for more inclusive and holistic wellness education within the curricula. Wellness education, to some extent, is included in a few curricula activities. Although wellness training programmes aim at teaching HE students to recognise and alleviate the adverse effects of burnout and trauma, many students may not receive the knowledge and skills associated with promoting their own holistic professional and personal wellness. Holistic wellness initiatives will best benefit HE students if it allows for behavioural modification, is multidimensional, interconnected, and supports lifelong wellness learning. When preparing a wellness courses for undergraduate students, in particular, traditional face-to-face interactive sessions, time-consuming workshops, and individual consultations might not be suitable or feasible, because of the current overloaded curriculum. Students should be encouraged to pursue life-long wellness education and chose to actively participate in and be accountable for their unique or individual wellness journey.
Developing lasting strategies that emphasise wellness and various prevention strategies through a personal responsibility for one’s health is the only reliable way to prepare an individual for the challenges mentioned previously and additional challenges that might be encountered in the future.\textsuperscript{3,7,21} When students deliberately engage in wellness preparation, education, evaluation, and assessment, they will foster their own wellness despite the challenges associated with being a HE student.\textsuperscript{3,16,22} When wellness is cultivated at the student level, stressors associated with pursuing their education will likely be reduced.\textsuperscript{5,17} When holistic wellness approaches are internalised and learned, students will experience substantial benefits such as positive emotional, physical, intellectual, interpersonal, and attitudinal changes.\textsuperscript{19}

Given the well-recognised importance of wellness, it would seem sensible for employers to request holistic wellness training for HE’s and seek out ‘well’ graduates as their chosen future workforce.\textsuperscript{21,26} Just as any organisation needs to provide an atmosphere that promotes wellness and offer wellness initiatives, similarly academia should cultivate wellness amongst its staff, students, and graduates.\textsuperscript{15,21} Engaging staff and students in wellness has always been important. But in the current COVID-19 pandemic climate, it is imperative that HE institutions (HEIs) creates an ethos that promotes wellness and personal responsibility through behavioural modification.\textsuperscript{7,21} Literature has suggested that if HEIs fail to address the student wellness, they will face a crisis that will lead to a reduction in both pass rates and retention rates.\textsuperscript{12}

This study was designed to identify design principles and explore the perceptions of professional experts concerning possible implementation strategies that could be included in a holistic individual wellness programme suitable for HEIs, in particular Health Science and Medical School students. By doing so, this study theorises on design principles and allows for implementation of theory. Design specifications are collections of ideas about the essence of HE wellness initiatives and provide information needed to initiate wellness.\textsuperscript{27} The term ‘design principles’ is used to identify the kind of prescriptive theoretical understandings developed through this study\textsuperscript{27}; this kind of theory includes predictive, explanatory and descriptive understandings that guide the formulation of a proposed wellness initiative. The primary research question focused on identifying draft design principles for holistic individual wellness initiatives and exploring ways in which universities could efficiently implement holistic individual wellness strategies based on the suggested draft design principles.

**Methodology**

This study utilised a three-phase multi-approach qualitative design. Figure 1 offers a pictorial overview of the study phases.

During phase one of this study, data was collected via an explorative desktop literature review. This provided a contextual understanding of the concepts identified (see Figure 1), and also provided a supportive understanding to...
the focus group discussions (FGDs). Numerous sources were included such as journal articles, books, and other relevant publications on Medline, Embase, CINAHL, EBSCOhost, Web of Science and Cochrane databases. A health sciences librarian was consulted to provide guidance on the search strategy and identify the various individual wellness terms and Boolean phrases that were used. The focus of the literature review was, however, individual wellness within the context of health sciences and health, or medical, professionals. Individual wellness was chosen as the wellness strategy, because of its holistic, individualised nature of individual wellness.29

Phase two consisted of a self-management, self-coaching and appreciative coaching concept map,28 and aligning these concepts with the results of the in-depth explorative desktop review. The researcher is of the opinion that using self-management26,30 and self-coaching11 strategies within a wellness programme might address the individualised nature needed for holistic wellness. And if a future wellness programme builds on the coaching style associated with self-coaching and appreciative coaching,22 it might overcome the time and financial constraints currently associated with HE. Phase one and two focused on answering the following research question: ‘What draft principles should be included in a holistic, individual wellness programme suitable for HE?’

In phase three, data was obtained through appreciative inquiry (AI)26 based FGDs (n = 2), which were part of a larger scale qualitative design-based research study.27 The focus groups (FGs) were conducted to listen to and gather information from the participants.34 The FGs allowed the researcher to comprehend how the participants feel or think about implementing holistic individual wellness through a form of focussed discussion. The AI was used to phrase the questions used within the FGD; each question focused on a phase of AI as described in the 4-D Cycle of AI.35

The target population for phase three comprised of professional experts such as coaching experts, educational experts, university educators and qualified health professionals residing within two metropolitan cities in the Gauteng province of South Africa. Participants were conveniently sampled and invited to participate. As a result of the small number of participants available within the target population (n = 11), two FGDs were conducted with seven participants in FG one and four in FG two.

During each FG, a multi-topic discussion was facilitated. The discussion focussed on the indivisible self, evidence model for wellness (IS-Well),29 the concept map (that aligns with the outcomes of both phase 1 and 2 of the study), and the implementation of a holistic individual wellness programme. This article reports only on issues that related specifically to one of the open-ended questions that participants within the FG considered: ‘How can universities efficiently implement holistic individual wellness strategies?’ Additionally, the researcher used theoretical and reflective notes to ensure triangulation as a form of rigour and transparency in this qualitative study.2 Observations from the FG were written down by the researcher in the form of theoretical notes, this was done as any form of observation is loaded with theory.30 Reflective notes were written in the form of a reflective diary to meet the ethical, methodological, and emotional challenges associated with conducting qualitative research.31 These reflective notes were continuously written throughout the process of this research study and explored the experience of the researcher and the meaning of how the data represented itself.32 Open coding was used to analyse the data through the seven steps of Tesch’s data analysis method. Thereafter, the researcher met for a consensus discussion with an independent coder who had experience in qualitative data analysis. Strict ethical and trustworthiness principles were adhered to during the course of this study.36

Ethical considerations

Ethical clearance was obtained from the University of Free State Research Ethics Committee (NHREC Registration number: REC-230408-011) and Higher Degrees Committee (HDC), ECUFS NR 45/2013.

Results and discussion

This article first attempted to identify design principles that will direct initiatives to improve the wellness of HE students through the explorative desktop review. Next followed the results that emerged from the explorative desktop literature review and the concept map for wellness programmes, and finally the FGDs and the explanatory desktop review were structured around four themes, namely, (1) intense future dream; (2) realistic HE implementation for students; (3) possible implementation obstacles, and (4) implementation guidelines specifically for the HE context.

The results that emerged from the explorative desktop literature review and concept map for wellness programmes were the five draft design principles. The data obtained in the first two phases of the study indicates that wellness initiatives, aimed at HEIs, in particular Health Sciences and Medical Schools, should be ‘holistic, unique, flexible, adaptive, and effective’.

Holistic

Wellness is a holistic, multidimensional way of life that assists an individual to become conscious about and make decisions towards their optimal health and well-being.6,12 To achieve a sense of individual wellness, it is vital that wellness initiatives are holistic and incorporate the holism philosophy of wellness. Wellness initiatives should be an ‘interconnected journey that aims to balance all the dimensions of wellness and manifest a relationship between various wellness factors and/or dimensions’.7 Additionally, balance is vital to achieve a sense of wellness; therefore, all dimensions of wellness
need to be included in a proposed wellness programme. All areas of the mind should also be included in wellness initiatives. It seems that the conative wellness connection is often excluded in wellness programmes aimed at HEIs. Continuous self-reflection on the individuals’ current and future wellness approaches could foster balance between all the wellness dimensions. Also, self-management skills and strategies should be included and nurtured.

Unique
Wellness initiatives aimed at HEIs must be unique for each individual. Wellness initiatives must facilitate wellness for individual students and should consequently be as unique as the individual. The researcher would like to argue that wellness initiative has to first identify the level of wellness the individual is at, and then address their own wellness imbalance. To ensure optimal wellness, any proposed wellness initiative has to ‘be personal and fit the lifestyle of the individual student’.

Flexible
Wellness is not static, and therefore wellness initiatives are required to be flexible. Individual students will continuously identify and re-identify their own wellness needs. These needs might even change from time to time during the wellness journey. It is important that wellness programme participants actively engage in the programme, to kindle their ‘positive core’ and continuously improve their self-management, self-care, and self-improvement tactics. Wellness programmes should also allow room for expected development, maturity, and transformation in dealing with the challenges an individual is exposed to in his or her lifetime. People will naturally, as they journey through life, become more mature in how they face unanticipated challenges. It is therefore vital that wellness initiatives and programmes respond to these changes that everyone will bring along with them.

Adaptive
Wellness relies on context. Hence, wellness initiatives should also be context appropriate and suitable for each participating student with their own contextual predicaments. Wellness initiatives should allow the individual, who participates, to successfully implement wellness strategies within his or her own unique circumstances. Wellness initiatives need to facilitate behavioural change (hence the strong focus on self-management and AI in this study). When focussing on changing behaviours, perseverance, considerable amounts of time, goal achievement, introspection, and unceasing participation is necessary. Wellness programmes should teach individuals to observe and make note of their own behaviour and feelings.

Effective
The final draft design principle identified in this study is efficacy. During the explorative desktop study, it became clear that wellness initiatives should be time and cost-effective to allow implementation at HE HEIs, in particular Health Sciences faculties and Medical Schools. Initiatives aimed at improving wellness should be accompanied by guidelines for cost-effective and sustainable programme that facilitate individual wellness. This will meet the need for teaching wellness strategies and initiatives within the confinements of an HE context. The overarching aim of wellness initiatives is to maximise individual well-being and adopt lifelong wellness approaches.

The four themes that resulted from the FGDs and the exploratory desktop review, namely (1) intense future dream; (2) realistic HE implementation for students; (3) possible implementation obstacles, and (4) implementation guidelines specifically for the HE context are discussed next, linked with the excerpts from the researcher reflective notes or verbatim transcripts of the participants (P).

Intense future dream
The AI focuses on the positive core and discovering potential, hence the discussion allowed participants to dream about individual wellness within HE. The experts who participated in the FGD had an intense future dream for individual wellness as mapped out in phase 2 of this study. As seen in the following excerpt from the researcher reflective notes the participants broadened the original thinking of the researcher:

‘I think I felt a reduction in my excitement towards the [study], but after conducting the focus group discussions, I felt a sense of “being alive” again. I saw a brighter future, more possibilities and even a higher sense of enthusiasm. One I have not felt in a very long time... Having experts in the field affirm your thinking and dreaming with you, is truly an improving, enriching, and empowering experience, that surpasses anything I could ever have imagined.’ (Researchers reflective notes)

Participants dreamed that a wellness programme based on the concept map from phase 1 and 2, be included in the first year of HE studies:

‘I think my biggest dream that [for holistic wellness] … hmm … this programme is done within the first-year student.’ (Participant 3, Focus Group 2, Coaching Expert)

It is important to note that the vision held by the FG participants for including individual wellness within HE was not only limited to a health-related curriculum. This could be attributed to the perceived possibilities that this approach offers the individual in achieving what they wanted to achieve in the onset of their wellness journey:

‘I think my dream will also be possibilities you know, the possibilities that is there in the programme … whatever programme, nursing, emergency medical care … what are the possibilities for me to be able to achieve what I want to achieve you know, because everybody is not being taught about, you know, self-management and things like that.’ (Participant 1, Focus Group 1, Health Professional)
As seen above, not all HE students are taught individual wellness and self-management related topics that allow them to internalise their own well-being ‘toolkit’. Literature clearly suggests that holistic individual wellness and self-management are currently not used efficiently in HE. By including a holistic wellness and self-management programme that is built on the five draft design principles, in HE, the student will be able to identify how their future professional career and personal wellness, could be. The following excerpt clearly identifies a reason for including the individual wellness as mapped out with the relevant concepts within any course:

‘… Students will already be able to say that within [a health domain], where do I want to be so that in the next year as they build themselves a brand and find themselves a place, it becomes a very focus almost specialised decision, because our problem is that at any point in time as we were developing to be these [care providers] we were not sure in terms of when I finished I’m going to work in a specific hospital or private practise, you know and that sort of thing. And I found that that sort of reduce the extent to which we development is our careers.’ (Participant 5, Focus Group 1, Health Professional)

Allowing students to envisage where they want to position themselves within their chosen industry will allow them to enable the progression of their careers. This might be because they will be more fixated on their future from the commencement of their HE studies.

Realistic higher education implementation for students

Experts who participated in the FGDs expressed that individual wellness could be implemented within HE. Participants identified a deficiency in teachings on individual wellness and self-management strategies during their own formal training. This view agrees with current literature. As seen in the following quote, the absence of wellness strategies could be in part because the healthcare providers are often viewed as ‘being okay’. It seems as if there is a distinct imbalance between knowing what is professionally expected and coping within a health-related domain:

‘Because I doubt well … hmm … definitely not while I was training … hmm … the value of something like this … hmm … was not even touched upon … hmm … you knew what is expected of you, but not exactly how to cope with it, or maybe it’s because most people that are therapist are service-oriented people so they are always looking after others, and they tend to … a … think that they are okay and … a … maybe because that attitude … hmm … it was never brought into a study, because I mean why would you need that because you are always okay…’ (Participant 3, Focus Group 3, Educational Expert)

Therefore, to effectively implement individual wellness within HE, participants feel that the best time to incorporate such a programme would be within the first few weeks of First-Year studies.

‘… Where they starting that first week, that we sort of break it down for them. You can divide into six stages in six weeks in each week just right there at the beginning because I find that as you know.’ (Participant 1, Focus Group 2, University Educator)

The example given by the participant above, of separating a proposed programme into several weeks, each focusing on a principle or wellness dimension might be a feasible and simple way to introduce individual wellness into an academic programme.

Another implementation strategy shared by participants is to include the proposed programme as a prescribed module:

‘I just think that it is that is done, that we can have this in a module, that there is now a way that you can continue to pursue self you know self-interest, because you then realise how you affect the bigger picture.’ (Participant 7, Focus Group 1, Educational Expert)

Including individual wellness as a prescribed module might be ideal, however this might not be a viable option for all courses. The researcher believes that this could be challenging, as Health Sciences and Medical curricula are generally already overloaded. If an individual wellness programme can be implemented as a module, it would facilitate reflective strategies that are important for the successful implementation of individual wellness programmes, as seen below:

‘At least go through the programme and force a reflective stage. You know, at the end of every term you have to sit with your dream buddy and go through it and just say where are you know, to check yourself, even if it is not in the course.’ (Participant 2, Focus Group 2, University Educator)

Implementing a holistic individual wellness programme during the first few weeks of first-year studies, would be the best route for success. As the following quote demonstrates, an individual wellness programme should be included during formal education:

‘But at least, if it is going to be for [health care], at least during the course.’ (Participant 1, Focus Group 1, Health Professional).

There is a maldistribution of holistic individual wellness and self-management strategies within HE. It is also pertinent that HEIs do not ignore self-management and wellness strategies in the 21st century. Therefore, the successful implementation of holistic individual wellness and self-management programmes and initiatives within HEIs is vital.

Implementation obstacles

The third theme discussed by the FG participants were possible implementation obstacles. To ensure successful implementation of a holistic individual wellness initiative in any HE curriculum, it is also important to anticipate implementation obstacles that might hamper flawless execution of the proposed initiative.

The first obstacle that needs to be considered is the way in which individuals learn and at what stage of change they are when they are introduced to the individual wellness
concepts and dimensions. The following two quotes identify that some individuals will wholeheartedly participate in a wellness programme whereas some will only ‘dabble’ superficially in the intended programme, where some might not engage with the programme at all. Hence, the stages of change,\(^{25,40}\) Maslow’s Hierarchy of needs,\(^{41}\) and adult education principles\(^{36}\) should be included when planning possible implementation guidelines for a holistic individual wellness programme:

‘Some people will receive it, some people will learn it and some people won’t … and that’s just unfortunately life.’ (Participant 4, Focus Group 1, Coaching Expert)

‘[… S]ome will dabble on the surface and some might go further and some might not engage in, in it at all because they are not reflective by nature or not interest so … hmm … but I think that is a very valuable input.’ (Participant 2, Focus Group 2, Health Professional)

Another implementation obstacle that the participants reflected on is excitement level that a proposed individual wellness programme evokes within the student. If people get enthusiastic about a programme and the wellness opportunities offered by such a programme, personal engagement will be on a deeper level. It is perceived that during the introduction stage of any holistic individual wellness programme, a strong emphasis should be placed on the life-giving and positive facets of AI:

‘I think it’s incredible but … hmm … I think something that would just maybe … uhm … be worth looking at is how to get people excited about a programme, like if they know nothing about something like that. They do have a problem and they are going nowhere slowly … Hmmm … in personal wellness, but how to get them to understand a programme like that if they have no idea.’ (Participant 6, Focus Group 1, Coaching Expert)

Lastly, FG participants predicted that the various levels of basic human needs that the individual presents with, education level and point of departure, might impact the implementation of a holistic individual wellness initiative. As the following quote illustrates, using Maslow’s Hierarchy of basic needs could permit a proposed programme to appeal to numerous individuals who are all starting at different stages of basic needs:

‘[…] How do you sell it to different levels of self … those with educational background might have insight and it’s easier, than the one … if I think of Maslow’s Hierarchy, you know where they … at the basic needs, taxi money, isn’t at the level where you are going to sell this to. So different levels would probably require different approach. Selling it to a manager it would quite different from implementing it in an educational setting, for instance higher education.’ (Participant 4, Focus Group 2, University Expert).

Although FG participants did not mention it, the researcher is of the opinion that the amount of support and commitment a proposed wellness initiative receives from lecturers and management could potentially affect the implementation success of a holistic individual wellness initiative. If there is a little to no executive support, there will be a direct impairment in the successful implementation of an individual wellness initiative amongst students. Thus, having full support of the managerial team when aiming to implement an individual wellness programme in any educational setting it vital for its success.

**Implementation guidelines**

The final theme that emerged from the study was several implementation guidelines. Both the researcher and the study participants are of the opinion that including an individual wellness programme during first year orientation might be appropriate for the health professional context. Because of the current limitations on time, the availability of resources and the high demand on student commitment, a few half-day sessions during first-year orientation might be the most suitable suggestion. Throughout the intended sessions, participating student should be engaged in an individualised manner. Monthly group session could also prove a good add on to ensure implementation success.\(^7\) Utilising departmental tutors as wellness tutors and/or mentors might also be an appropriate way to implement holistic individual wellness initiatives in the HE context.\(^42\)

Volunteering senior students might be best suited to act as wellness tutors who mentor first-year students. These mentors would first be trained on all aspects and dimension associated with the proposed individual wellness programme prior to their appointment.\(^7\) There should be at least one wellness mentor or tutor per academic department, depending on the amount of first year students they take in. The wellness tutor has to be introduced to the first year students at the start of the orientation and be present during the duration of the orientation. It is recommended that the tutors make themselves available for individual sessions during the academic year. Follow-up sessions should be arranged with students to track their progress during each term in the academic calendar.\(^{45}\) These sessions could be conducted in a group format and might strengthen a collaborative network that is needed for successful implementation of an individual wellness programme based on the five draft design principles discussed earlier.

A study conducted by Ramrung,\(^{46}\) determined that a student mentorship programme is effective in enabling the participating student to gain an improved understanding of a holistic wellness programme and a better understanding of the student’s self, their unique goals, and their morals.\(^{41}\) Ramrung also indicated that scaffolding a mentorship programme could facilitate the soft skills students need to achieve success in their time at university, this includes time-management.\(^{41}\) Using a similar methodology to implement a holistic individual wellness tutor or mentor programme, might suit the context of most health professions disciplines.

If educators fail to facilitate the wellness of students during their formal training, ‘students may lack skills to self-heal in response to professional distress’.\(^{16,22}\) When wellness initiatives allow educators to support professional
self-care and monitoring such activities, educators could potentially encourage various career supporting behaviours that are related to high levels of individual wellness. As mentioned earlier wellness can be learned, and when it is learned various issues associated with somatisation, psychoticism, and interpersonal sensitivity might be reduced. The success of individual wellness initiatives will be greater if educators give students authentic opportunities during their formal training, to practise and improve their own self-regulation strategies. These authentic opportunities should be three-fold: (1) it should comprise learning tasks that permit scope for self-determined outcomes, (2) it should allow the student to recognise principles of effective learning that best suit their learning style, and (3) should include various strategies to achieve a sense of wellness. These components should be arranged according to each individual student needs and not in a generic way.

Improving the perceived wellness level of a student during their formal training will help to encourage wellness practices early on. This in turn might reduce issues that could risk individual’s wellness and professional competence later on in their career. As mentioned earlier, education and learning about wellness interventions are important, however, more interventions are needed to ultimately change the participating student’s behaviour and commence the process of lifelong learning, which is fundamental for achieving ultimate wellness.

Authors have stated that is inappropriate for HE to not provide students with a wellness understanding and a skill set that will allow them to practise wellness as part of their ‘tool chest’ when registering for their chosen course. Considering the importance of wellness on the high return on investment for organisations, it seems sensible for future employers to request that HE students undergo wellness education during their time at universities and pursue graduates who possess wellness competences as future employees – similar to graduate characteristics of teamwork, leadership, creativity, adaptableness, etc. Not only should corporations provide an environment suited to wellness promotion, but HEIs must encourage holistic individual wellness amongst its staff and students. When companies seek out ‘well’ graduates they will reap the rewards of enhanced performance that is associated with optimal levels of wellness. All HEIs should have a lasting healthcare strategy that builds a healthier student body and a strategy that promotes powerful ethos of wellness. There is a dire need for an individual wellness framework that connects (1) the learner’s perspectives and wellness starting point, and (2) the current extra-curricular wellness activities offered by the university within holistic individualised wellness education model that is based on the five draft design principles. To date, no wellness model could be traced that incorporates such a holistic, individualised, approach for both the individual and university that fits within the HE context and meets needs for wellness education within the constraints of the HE system. Most of the wellness programmes and initiatives aimed at HE wellness education still focus on isolated variable of wellness and not the holistic approach needed for individual wellness.

Conclusion

During the FGDs with the health profession experts, it became clear that addressing the misalignment of wellness within HE is of utmost importance especially in the current pandemic climate. The need to implement a holistic individual wellness programme, based on the five draft principles, that facilitates behavioural change is vital for both academic and professional success of HE students. Combining self-coaching, appreciative coaching and self-management might be a novel approach to facilitate an individual wellness within the complex context of HE programmes. Participants in this study particularly affirmed the pragmatic approach of these methods as a result of their self-driven nature, preventative nature, flexibility, and emotional stability these methods allow within a wellness programme aimed at HE institutions.

Limitations

As with all research studies, this study is not without limitations. The perspectives of both undergraduate and post graduate students were excluded, as it was not possible to interview them. Their voices were included at a later stage of the larger qualitative design-based study. The implementation strategies emerged from the opinions of professional expert and cannot be generalised and needs to still be tested as an implementation strategy for a holistic wellness model. Additionally, the researcher added personal opinions in the form of reflective notes to the discussion above and invites other researchers to respond to the suggestions of this manuscript.
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